
BRADLEY COLORGLASS INFORMATION 
 

BRADLEY ColorGlass is a versatile and durable material suitable for use in furnishings and architectural panels such 
as dimensional tiles, vertical panels or horizontal surfaces such as table tops. ColorGlass is a second surface coating 
applied to low-iron float glass, and thus the coating finish is protected from abrasion and other potential hazards. 
BRADLEY ColorGlass is also offered with unique or custom patterns etched and filled with metallic leaf finishes.  

 
COLORGLASS NOTES  

 ColorGlass is a proprietary water-based paint coating applied to the back side of float glass.  

 Typically, low iron, ultraclear glass is used to decrease the influence that any tint or color natural found in 
glass would have on the appearance of the desired color.  

 BRADLEY ColorGlass is also available with tempered, low iron glass. Upcharges apply.  

 In addition to the standard BRADLEY ColorGlass color palette, custom color matching is available.  

 See the BRADLEY Care and Maintenance Guide for information on the care of our ColorGlass finishes.  

 
CUSTOM COLOR MATCHING  

 Custom color matching is available for the BRADLEY ColorGlass product line for an upcharge.  

 Due to the complexity of custom color matching these coatings, an exact match to a customer provided 
color swatches is not guaranteed, but typically color matches will be within a 5% tolerance range of 
measured CMYK values, according to automotive industry finish standards.  

 In the event the custom color match does not meet the customer’s approval, the color matching fee is not 
refundable. The customer will have the option to choose a different color from the BRADLEY standard 
ColorGlass palette, or initiate another custom color match attempt for an additional fee.  

 Refer to the BRADLEY Custom Color Match Policy for more details about our custom color match process.  
 
To order a custom color match for ColorGlass, contact your BRADLEY representative for more information. 


